Two Brooklyn College professors under attack

by DAVID AUL

Four recent cases called “disturbing”

Two Brooklyn College professors and the president of the local chapter of the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) have been called into question by four recent cases at CUNY. The AAUP administration has refused to press actions against two faculty members at Brooklyn College and the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, while the union has been consistently in favor of the impotence of adjuncts.

More than a month after PSC President Brown wrote to Chairs of the AAUP at Brooklyn College and the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, the AAUP had already investigated and found that Brooklyn College faculty and students were not in accord with the AAUP’s positions on academic freedom and tenure.

The New York Sun was launched in the spring of 2005 by the university’s new president, Richard Levin, as a conservative alternative to the Brooklyn Daily News. The Sun’s publisher, Scott Schaffer, explained that the newspaper was launched “to provide an alternative to the Brooklyn Daily News.”

The Sun’s May 16 editorial asked, “Is the university’s charter, the rights of people of faith ‘moral retards’ possibly the Sun’s ideological assumptions or an endorsement of an Orthodox Jew’s view of God? How can we stand up for academic freedom, the union asked in a PSC chapter. ‘The only way to protect his faculty,’ said Scott, ‘is to make sure that he is not re-elected.’”

The AAUP had already investigated Brooklyn College’s history of academic freedom and tenure, but the AAUP had not found any evidence of academic freedom violations.
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